ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel array structure exploiting coprime arrays is proposed, which comprises the translocation of one subarray and axis rotation with a compression of another subarray to produce a larger number of consecutive lags. This composition is named CATARCS, which stands for coprime array with translocated and axis rotated compressed subarrays. The scheme offers consecutive co-array lags in remarkable number 4MN − 1 by using only 2M + N − 1 number of sensors attaining higher degrees of freedom than the state of the art, where M and N are coprime with congenial interelement spacings. However, a very few holes still exist in the co-array, which can be filled up through interpolation. In this paper, the iterative power factorization (IPF) algorithm has been demonstrated as a tool for incremented-rank-IPF matrix recovery which is unostentatious. No extra tuning parameter is required for this approach and several undesired issues of other techniques can be reconciled by this. The main contribution of this paper is suitable modification of array geometry arrangements to increase consecutive lags and to interpolate via IPF, which is used first time for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation in order to exhibit better performances in terms of detecting and resolving a larger number of sources by enhancing resolution. Later, DOA estimation can be achieved by performing multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm. Simulation results validate its effectiveness by achieving lower cost, faster, and accurate DOA estimation even in lower angular separation of sources compared with other techniques like spatial smoothing MUSIC, co-array the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, spline, iterative co-array array interpolation, and Toeplitz completion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world applications such as radar, sonar, speech/image processing and wireless communications etc. comprise array signal processing for accurate direction finding (DF) or direction of arrival (DOA) estimation which is very essential for precise acquisition of source directions and persuaded considerable contemplation of researchers for few years [1] - [3] . Array performances can be optimized pertaining to enhancements in detection and resolution of sources spread closely using some signal properties. There are some methodologies in practice which improve the detection capability of the array exploiting its geometry. One of such techniques is Minimum Redundancy Linear Array (MRLA). MRLA is a technique to beneficially deploy the elements of a sparse array [4] , [5] . Enhancements in the performance of DOA estimation methodologies beyond the conventional bounds is significant by suitable amendments in the array geometry in term of detecting more sources. The basic high resolution techniques for direction finding exploit the array geometry to improve its detection performances. A very important consideration in array structure design for angle estimation is that of how to arrange the array elements of a sparse array suitably to get better performances. Many researchers have recently focused their concentration on coprime arrays for DOA estimation as there are significant advantages for DOA estimation with less number of sensors than sources. Coprime array is salient because it is very easy and effective to deploy [6] , [7] . A conventional coprime array (CCA) [8] employs a coprime pair of uniform linear subarrays. One of the subarrays is of 2M sensors with N units spacing between two consecutive elements, whereas the other subarray is of N sensors with M units spacing between two consecutive elements where M and N are chosen to be coprime. The sensor at position '0' is shared by the two subarrays, therefore the corresponding array has 2M + N − 1 sensors and attains O(MN ) degrees of freedom (DOF), which is considerably larger than actual number of array elements. The enhanced DOF facilitates the estimation of DOAs of more sources than sensors [8] - [12] .
However, in coprime arrays there exist some holes, which could stave off the full co-array to be implemented with Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm for DOA estimation as MUSIC [13] does not outfit in the co-array encompassing holes. Therefore, new investigations on recovering the holes are significant for DOA estimation to use MUSIC algorithm. Li and Zhang [14] used unfolded coprime array but there exists a number of holes which prevent the use of MUSIC. Hence, interpolation could be very useful to dope out the holes in order to use the co-array of full array length. By this way, higher DOF can be obtained with larger number of consecutive lags. Plentiful techniques have been used for interpolation like positive definite Toeplitz completion [24] , array interpolation [25] and sparse recovery which are able to exploit all the information in the co-array, but they have some drawbacks of their own. Aforementioned techniques need extra fine-tuned parameters which is inconvenient to maintain. The approach of using convex sparse recovery programs like l 1 -minimization or Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [15] to include full co-array information is different but its computational load is very high and parameter space demands to be discretized into a dense grid. In [16] Nuclear Norm Minimization (NNM) has been used which can solve afore mentioned issues using standard convex optimization approaches but its computational load is drastically costly. The NNM could be represented as
where R is the unknown matrix to be recovered and R * is the nuclear norm of R, and is defined as the sum of its singular values. A : C m×n → C p is the mapping of R ∈ C m×n matrix to vector b ∈ C p×1 where vector b is given. The nuclear norm is convex and can be used as a substitute of matrix rank. NNM can be solved using interior point solvers which could be regarded as a semidefinite programming problem (SDP) [17] . However, for large problem sizes, these methods are limited by storage assertion for large computation requirements.
In this paper, an optimal new augmentation technique with Translocated and Axis Rotated Compressed Subarrays (CATARCS) is designed on the coprime array concept to enhance the resolution of DOA estimation as well as the DOF. The proposed coprime array structure with introduced IPF technique is discussed in detail in section III. The performance of the proposed coprime array structure in DOA estimations is studied using MUSIC algorithm. A simple and incremented-rank framework named Iterative Power Factorization (IPF) [17] is used which is significantly more successful than NNM at recovering low-rank matrices, in addition to being faster. IPF is being considered which can overcome above discussed inconveniences necessitating no extra tuning parameters, no positive definite requirements, no predefined dense grids and no discretization of parameter space into a dense grid. Another important advantage of the proposed method is that it is computationally faster without large storage requirements and with tracking facility as well. This work can be regarded as a matrix completion problem as it operates to recuperate a matrix based on several given acquainted entries [18] - [20] . IPF takes up a matrix to be recovered that can be factored as R = UV, with U ∈ C m×r and V ∈ C r×n , so that rank(R) ≤ r. This type of procedures which resemble as low-rank parameterization were used in previous NNM algorithms [14] , [17] to improve computational efficiency at the outlay of orienting non-convexity. In contrast to NNM methods, IPF optimizes U and V in alternation to find a local solution to
where R is the autocorrelation matrix and b is the autocorrelation vector yielding difference co-array. It is noticeable that at recovering low-rank matrices from a small number p of measurements if gradually incremented rank is used then IPF solutions are often surpassing compared to solutions of NNM [17] . From this perception, it could be observed that in many cases, merely the rank constraint is adequate for robust matrix recovery and there the use of NNM can be inferior. Numerical examples demonstrate the proposed method enhances the estimation performances as well as increases the number of sources to be identified in many instances.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: section II presents the signal model, section III is dedicated to proposed methodology. Section IV presents the simulation results and section V is for the conclusion.
Notations: Lower-case (upper-case) bold characters denote vectors (matrices). In particular, (·) T and (·) H respectively denote the transpose and conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector, vec(·) denotes the vectorization operator and diag(·) denotes a diagonal matrix and E[·] is the statistical expectation operator.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a coprime array designed as shown in FIGURE 1 using two coprime numbers M and N and elements are aligned in such a way that one subarray contains 2M elements with interelement spacing Nd and another contains N elements with interelement spacing Md sharing the same starting 
(1)
T as the order of the array sensors where p i ∈ S, i = 1, 2, · · · , 2M + N − 1 and the first sensor is assumed as the reference, i.e., p 1 = 0.
Let assuming K uncorrelated narrowband sources from directions [θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ K ] T far field signals impinge on the array. The signals received at the array elements can be expressed as
where A is the array manifold matrix of the form
where
denotes zero mean stationary signals vector and n(t) ∈ C (2M +N −1)×1 is the circular complex uncorrelated stationary spatial noise vector.
The source signal s(t) can be expressed as follows:
where k = 1, 2, · · · , K is the source signals. The autocorrelation matrix could be expressed as
where R ss is the source autocorrelation matrix which can be represented as
and R nn ∈ C (2M +N −1)×(2M +N −1) is the noise autocorrelation matrix. A ∈ C (2M +N −1)×K is the array manifold matrix whose individual elements a(θ k )∈C (2M +N −1)×1 can be represented as
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, at first one basic coprime array configuration namely CCA is introduced, from which the new array structure is being exploited. After this, the proposed technique will be demonstrated comprising translocation of one subarray and axis rotation of another subarray with a compression of some determined integer factor to get larger consecutive lags or expand the array enclosing along virtual array elements.
A. CONVENTIONAL COPRIME ARRAY CONFIGURATION
A CCA consists of two uniform linear subarrays with separation Md and Nd respectively as shown in FIGURE 1 where, M and N are coprime integers and d is the unit of interelement spacing. Conventional coprime array was proposed to achieve a longer consecutive virtual ULA from the difference co-array. A conventional coprime array assimilate identic configuration as that of the prototype coprime array [6] , but the dissimilation exists in second subarray which has more sensing elements. The sensors in the conventional coprime array are positioned at
where 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ m ≤ 2M − 1. Since the first sensors of these two uniform linear subarrays are co-located, the total number of sensors in the conventional coprime array is 2M + N − 1.
The corresponding difference co-array generated from this configuration can be expressed as in equation (9), FIGURE 2 shows an example of the difference co-array generated from a conventional coprime array, with M = 4 and N = 5. A virtual ULA can be constructed by the difference co-array generated from the conventional coprime array whose consecutive elements are at least positioned at CCAU = {kd} (10) VOLUME 6, 2018
where −MN ≤ k ≤ MN . In this case, O(MN ) DOFs can be achieved by using 2M + N − 1 physical sensors. The virtual array formulated is continuous in conventional coprime array but compared to the prototype coprime array, it needs more sensors and increases the array aperture. The ''holes'' can be seen in FIGURE 2 which are marked as ''X'' in the difference co-array, which prevents its direct installation in many practical applications, involving some DOA estimation techniques like spatial smoothing [15] . To fill up the holes, CATARCS method with IPF proposed in this paper could be exploited to make it directly implementable.
B. PROPOSED COPRIME ARRAY CONFIGURATION
The proposed array structure CATARCS is constructed with two linear subarrays from basic conventional coprime array as shown in FIGURE 3. For the proposed coprime array, the subarray 1 has N number of array elements whereas the subarray 2 has 2M − 1 array elements and no array element is overlapped with each other. The total number of array elements is 2M + N − 1 for the proposed method. The new array configuration is formed from the conventional coprime array by performing two stages of operations like axis rotation with a compression among interelement spacing of subarray 1 and translocation of subarray 2.
In first stage, there are two operations; first operation comprises the rotation of subarray 1 of CCA from positive to negative axis, which means 180 • rotation of axis; and in second operation, a compression is performed among the interelement spacing of sensors for subarray 1. A compression factor F is introduced which modify the interelement spacings of subarray 1 containing N sensors and which is rotated 180 • along negative axis already. The compression factor F is chosen in such a way where M can be represented as a product of F and another integer M . This could be expressed as M = F × M . Henceforth, it could be observed that if the value of F yields the value from 2 to M then the integer M possesses the coprime property compared with N , which means M and N are coprime to each other also. Accordingly, the interelement spacing of subarray 1 is modified with this M , which means the interelement spacing is M in lieu of M . For the proposed method the compression factor F is always 2 where as M is always even and M > 2. Let assume, the array sensors of subarray 1 for conventional coprime array are positioned at
Denote
T as the order of the array sensors where p1 i ∈ S 1 , i = 1, 2, · · · , N and the first sensor is assumed as the reference, i.e., p1 1 = 0 and the last sensor is p1 N = (N − 1)Md. The subarray 1 of conventional coprime array is modified to form the new proposed coprime array. Hence, let assume, the array sensors of subarray 1 for the proposed coprime array are positioned at
T as the order of the array sensors where τ 1 i ∈ S 1 , and i = 1, 2, · · · , N and the first sensor is assumed as the reference, i.e., τ 1 1 = − (N − 1) M d and the last sensor is τ 1 N = 0.
The second stage of operation comprises translocation of subarray 2 of CCA to the right equivalent to a determined integers which equals (−(N −1)×M +L)d. Moreover, Here, L represents the translocated value by which subarray 2 is shifted from the first position of sensor of subarray 1 of the proposed method. Another main contribution of this work is to choose suitable value for this L according which subarray 2 is shifted for the proposed arrangements of modification. Here, in this work, after intensive investigations the value of L is decided as L = M +N which can pay off larger consecutive lags than any other values. Let assume, the array sensors of subarray 2 for conventional coprime array are positioned at
T as the order of the array sensors where p2 i ∈ S 2 , i = 1, 2, · · · , 2M and the first sensor is assumed as the reference, i.e., p2 1 = 0 and the last sensor is p2 2M = (2M −1)Nd. The subarray 2 of conventional coprime array is modified to form the new proposed coprime array. Hence, let assume, the array sensors of subarray 2 for the proposed coprime array are positioned at
T as the order of the array sensors of subarray 2 where τ 2 i ∈ S 2 , and i = 1, 2, · · · , 2M − 1 and the first sensor is assumed as the ref-
Thus obtained CATARCS structure is promising to mitigate the challenge of actually forming the more number of sensors of continuous virtual array, than the conventional coprime configuration using same number of sensors; more precisely, savings a number of sensors. In this structure, the minimum spacing remains the unit spacing, which is typically half wavelength, to avoid the grating lobe problem.
For our proposed coprime array configuration the sensors located at τ d, where τ belongs to an integer set S. For proposed coprime arrays, the set S is given by
T as the order of the array sensors where τ i ∈ S, and i = 1, 2, · · · , 2M + N − 1 and the first sensor is assumed as the reference, i.e., τ 1 = − (N − 1) M d and the last sensor is 
C. THE DIFFERENCE CO-ARRAY OF PROPOSED METHOD
In general, the computation of autocorrelation matrix of the observed data can be exploited to achieve a difference co-array. Persuading this an outgiving gateway is provided to generate the difference co-array from CATARCS as shown in FIGURE 4 for detecting the DOAs of a group of independent and incoherent source signals. If S y is the difference coarray of the set S then S y is defined as
Denote γ = [γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ 4MN −N ] T as the order of the array sensors where γ i ∈ S y , and i = 1, 2, · · · , 4MN − N . In array signal processing, the difference co-array is automatically evolved from the autocorrelation of the received data specifically, in the computation of the second order moments. The autocorrelation matrix can be accomplished using equation (5) from the following expression:
Assuming K sources to be uncorrelated with each other, the difference autocorrelation vector y xx can be generated by vectorizing R xx and removing corresponding rows which is represented as
where h k is the signal power of kth source; the steering vector a y (θ k ) = [e jγ i sin θ k ] ∈ C (4MN −N )×1 and n y = [σ 2 nn δ γ i ] ∈ C (4MN −N )×1 is the uncorrelated sensor noise power and δ γ i is the Kronecker delta associated with γ i th sensor element. The steering matrix A y = a y (θ 1 ), a y (θ 2 ), · · · , a y (θ K ) ∈ C (4MN −N )×K . The autocorrelation vector y xx is to be considered as the new received data and the sensor output on S y , A y to be the new array manifold matrix. A y represents the steering matrix for the difference co-array of the proposed sparse array. Now, two different sets S w and S z are defined which represents the maximum central contiguous ULA segment in S y and the shortest ULA containing S y respectively as follows:
Now the autocorrelation vectors w xx and z xx sharing same expression as y xx can be regarded as sensor output on S w and S z respectively. Thus w xx and z xx can be represented as
where the steering vector a w (θ k ) = [e jγ w i sin θ k ] ∈ C (4MN −M −N )×1 where γ w i ∈ S w and n w = [σ 2 nn δ γ w i ] ∈ C (4MN −M −N )×1 is the uncorrelated sensor noise power and δ γ w i is the Kronecker delta associated with γ w i th sensor element and the steering vector
×1 is the uncorrelated sensor noise power and δ γ z i is the Kronecker delta associated with γ z i th sensor element. The steering matrix
The cardinality of S y , S w and S z is the DOF for difference coarray, the maximum central contiguous ULA segment and the shortest ULA containing S y respectively.
Lemma 1: The cardinality of S, S y , S w and S z for coprime arrays are defined as follows:
It can be observed that the autocorrelation vector z xx has some null elements as there are some holes in the co-array representing the set |S z |. Then with 2M +N −1 elements there are 4MN − 1 autocorrelation lags with some null elements VOLUME 6, 2018 ranging from − (2MN − 1) to (2MN − 1) . Henceforth, as z xx is the Hermitian Symmetric, so Hermitian Toeplitz Matrix can be generated from the autocorrelation vector z xx on S z satisfying γ z i ≥ 0 ranging from 0 to (2MN − 1) where γ z i ∈ S z . Thus considering only positive lags let assume that R z ∈ C (2MN )×(2MN ) is the Toeplitz matrix which has some null elements constructed from z xx where γ z i ≥ 0. Now the matrix R z is to be interpolated from the autocorrelation vector y xx on the grid S y which represents the difference co-array. The recovery of missing correlation information in R z can be formulated as a rank-incremented Iterative Power Factorization problem. This is conceptually equivalent to producing the interpolated correlation R z from the information contained in y xx .
D. INTERPOLATION WITH ITERATIVE POWER FACTORIZATION
The newly constructed Toeplitz matrix R z is interpolated with rank-incremented Iterative Power Factorization. In particular the operation of the linear operator A can be represented as
for appropriate constants a i,j,k , and for k = 1, 2, · · · , p; where m = 2MN and n = 2MN . As a consequence, it can be written as
where by vec(·), the columns of matrix argument V and U are being cumulated into a single column vector. The matrices A u ∈ C p×rn and A v ∈ C p×mr are stated as
successively, for k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}, l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , r}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}. The IPF algorithm is being iterated by optimizing the value of U and V alternatively using a linear-least squares (LLS) procedure. The algorithm executes as follows:
1) At first, U ∈ C m×r and V ∈ C m×r need to be initialized arbitrarily as U (0) and V (0) . Then the iteration number needs to be set as q = 0. 2) Now U (q+1) needs to be determined where V (q) remains unchanged, by solving
3) Now by ascertaining U (q+1) , V (q+1) needs to be determined, by solving − y xx 2 / y xx 2 does not exceed a desired threshold ε, If the iteration procedure meets the above mentioned conditions then terminate the iterative procedure, otherwise recur from 2) to 4). For matrix recovery, best convergence is observed by starting IPF with rank r = 1, and gradually incrementing until the desired rank constraint is accomplished. In another way, in the case where the true rank is not known, the best convergence is observed to meet the point where the relative error is smaller than ε. The new components of U and V are initialized using a rank-1 IPF suitable to the current excrescent in this incremented-rank version of IPF.
The key computation subsists in solving the LLS problems in 2) and 3) for the IPF algorithm. However, a number of feasible computational algorithms [22] found to solve the LLS problems [1] that is why it could be regarded as classical. In some cases, LLS solution is nonunique if the matrices A u and A v are not of full column rank; for example, if V is initialized to be identically zero, A v is also identically zero. In these situations, LLS solution that is distinct from the minimum-norm least-squares solution is beneficial to choose. However, in implementation, a vector is randomly picked up from the linear variety of LLS solutions.
By derivation, IPF monotonically reduces the cost function in optimization problem and thus the value of the cost function is confirmed to converge as it is bounded below by 0. In general, the convergence is not guaranteed by the iterations, particularly in the case when the LLS problems are apprehended by rank-deficiency. The empirical results show that this issue of rank-deficiency can be abstained when the number of measurements p is large enough. After interpolation by rank-incremented IPF let assume, the recovered autocorrelation matrix R re ∈ C (2MN )×(2MN ) which has no null element since holes are interpolated by IPF where A re ∈ C (4MN −1)×K is the new steering matrix after interpolation where there is no null elements obtained by fulfilling the holes of A z ∈ C (4MN −1)×K with null elements. The steering matrix A re can be expressed as:
where individual elements can be represented as a re (θ k ) = [e jγ z i sin θ k ] ∈ C (4MN −1)×1 where a re (θ k ) ∈ C (4MN −1)×1 and γ z i ∈ S z where i = 1, 2, · · · , 4MN − 1 ranging from −(2MN − 1) to (2MN − 1), after interpolation where there is no null element.
E. MUSIC BASED DOA ESTIMATION
In order to extract noise subspace, singular value decomposition (SVD) can be applied on R re . The SVD of R re can be represented as
where U s ∈ C (2MN )×K and V s ∈ C (2MN )×K are the left and right singular values associated with the non-zero singular values. Similarly, U n ∈ C (2MN )×(2MN −K ) and V n ∈ C (2MN )×(2MN −K ) are the left and right singular values associated with the zero singular values respectively, and s ∈ C K ×K is a diagonal matrix containing nonsingular values. Hence, using MUSIC our objective is to find
A summary of our proposed algorithm is shown in TABLE 1. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A number of simulations are demonstrated to exhibit and analyze the performances of the proposed structure. The proposed array structure is constructed by considering coprime numbers M = 4 and N = 5. Signals are generated randomly to investigate the proposed structure in comparison with other techniques namely NNM [16] , SS-MUSIC [22] , Co-LASSO [15] , Spline [26] , ICA-AI [25] and Toeplitz Completion [24] . The autocorrelation matrix is deduced by averaging with snapshot numbers. The simulations are categorized in three cases. First case deals with root mean square error (RMSE) vs different SNRs, Second case shows RMSE vs number of snapshots and third case RMSE with number of sources. The performances for lower angular separation to exhibit the resolution capability of proposed structure is investigated from these three cases. Angle separation is taken in such a way that the cases can demonstrate the resolution capability for sources situated very close to each other. The RMSE is used to check the performance of the proposed method which is defined as
where K is the total number of sources, MC is number of Monte-Carlo simulations, θ k,m is the estimated DOA of a particular kth source at mth MC simulation and θ k is the original DOA of kth source respectively. The simulation results are given below: out with varying number of sources from 2 to 8 with minimum separation of 3 • in position. The FIGURE 7 elucidate that our proposed technique carry out better than other techniques like NNM, SS-MUSIC, Co-LASSO, Spline, ICA-AI and Toeplitz Completion even in low SNR, which affirmed the outstanding performance of proposed technique to ascertain resolution than others. The FIGURE 5 and FIGURE 7 demonstrate that the proposed method has the capability for high resolution DOA estimation and it can estimate sources spaced in very lower separation like 3 • where some other techniques fail to do that. In addition to prove that IPF is faster than NNM, the execution time for these simulations for different cases have been noted which is given bellow:
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel array technique is presented for DOA estimation which is capable to estimate the sources of lower angular separation by creating larger number of consecutive lags from co-arrays using fewer sensors than other coprime structures. This technique is capable to exploit the difference co-array to form a larger size of continuous virtual array using modification of the conventional coprime array structure. The proposed method enhances the maximum number of detectable sources and improves the detection performance. More importantly, it reduces the number of required physical sensors by increasing the array aperture and the detection speed. Larger number of degrees of freedom is achieved by extending the autocorrelation matrix applying Iterative Power Factorization algorithm for interpolation. This work investigates the IPF algorithm as an alternative for NNM in the context of low-rank matrix recovery. IPF is significantly faster than NNM algorithms and empirically has better recovery properties than NNM. IPF has promising potential for practical matrix-recovery problems. Moreover, proposed algorithm is robust to mutual coupling affects. Simulations results vindicate that in every scenario, it is performing better than other techniques as compared in this paper. 
